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5724 Push & Pull Puppy
This playful puppy is the perfect toddler companion! It comes with 
flexible functions - including a tilting puppy face and click-clack sound 
while moving. Additionally, the wooden handle can easily be removed 
from the rubber joint for free play. Develop fine motor skills, improve 
balance and coordination through active play, and watch your little 
one become more comfortable on their own two feet!

Product: cm  9.3 x 36.5 x 46
   inch 3.72 x 14.6 x 18.4

12m+

https://youtu.be/9rn4jQ6gyrg


5404 Spatial Rocket

This colorful spaceship helps children understand how objects and 
people move in relation to one another. Using basic geo shapes and a 
small deck of index cards, little ones can develop their ability to describe 
their surroundings, enhance their language and communication skills, 
and improve hand-eye coordination through play. This set consists 
of 4 geo shapes, 1 astronaut and 20 index cards with a range of 
challenges. Find 40 additional designs available for download online!

Product: cm  7.0 x 7.0 x 7.0
   inch 2.8 x 2.8 x 2.8

2y+

https://youtu.be/4bB9i2TRuww


5408 Kaleidoscope

View the world through an artistic lens with the wooden Kaleidoscope! 
Little ones can put their favorite objects inside and experience a 
swirling explosion of brilliant colors. They can also explore objects 
around them and see what they discover through the lens. As 
educational as it is entertaining, this kaleidoscope fosters creativity, 
imaginative thinking and curiosity.

Product: cm  Ø7.0 x 13.2
   inch Ø2.8 x 5.2

3y+

https://youtu.be/y7tcqa_Y47I


5403 Sort & Count Tree

Let’s practice sorting and counting! Stack each tree to your best 
ability and watch as seasonal colors come to life in a beautiful 
range. Develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination; and 
practice counting and stacking while developing color recognition. 
This set comes with 4 rods and 10 crowns in seasonal colors.

Product: cm  5.0 x 24.7 x 16.5
   inch 2.0 x 9.7 x 6.5

18m+



5405 Numbers and Symbols 

Math can be fun! With the Numbers and Symbols, children can 
practice adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing and more. The 
set comes with numbered tiles 1-10 that are divided into even and 
odd color schemes. Three 2-sided tiles with math symbols are also 
included. Find a printable play card for viewing or download online.

Product: cm  4.2 x 5.0 x 1.0
   inch 1.6 x 1.9 x 0.4 (Size Number)

2y+



5406 Upper Case Alphabet

Develop your language skills with this alphabet set! 26 Upper case 
letters and 5 vowels are included to encourage communication and 
language practice (31 pieces in total). We use red colors for the vowels 
so children can begin to recognize vowels versus consonants. There is 
also a printable play card for viewing or download online.

Product: cm  4.8 x 5.0 x 1.0
   inch inch 1.8 x 1.9 x 0.4 (Size W)

2y+



5407 Lower Case Alphabet

Develop your language skills with this alphabet set! 26 Lower case 
letters and 5 vowels are included to encourage communication and 
language practice (31 pieces in total). We use red colors for the vowels 
so children can begin to recognize vowels versus consonants. There is 
also a printable play card for viewing or download online.

Product: cm  5.5 x 4.0 x 1.0
   inch 2.1 x 1.5 x 0.4 (Size w)

2y+



5400 Geometric Sorting

Encourage your child’s recognition of colors and shapes while 
developing fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

Product: cm  18.0 x 18.0 x 6.0
   inch 7.1 x 7.1 x 2.4 (Box)

12m+



3705 Secret Agent Play Set 

Role play as a secret agent with this fully equipped playset that 
includes an ID badge, finger scanner, walkie-talkie handset, L-shaped 
scale and coloring comic (a printable file is also available for online 
download). Children can bring this set with them wherever they go, 
as it comes with a utility belt that can keep all gadgets safe inside!

Product: cm  1.0 x 25.0 x 16.5
   inch 0.4 x 10.0 x 6.6 (Utility Belt)

3y+

https://youtu.be/QLGaniAuJIs


3706 Vlogger Kit
A vlogger (video blogger) is one of the top career choices that many 
of today’s kids aspire to be! Designed to encourage children to 
showcase their artistic talent, this playset encourages the practice 
of communications skills and creative thinking. The set comes with a 
camera, ring light made from rubber, clip-on microphone with adaptor, 
and selfie stick tripod. A bag is included for easy transportation. 

Product: cm  21.5 x 25.0 x 1.5
   inch 8.6 x 10.0 x 0.6 (Bag)

3y+

https://youtu.be/37uhmPDH3qQ


3707 DJ Mixer Board
Become a professional DJ with the DJ Mixer Board! This toy not only 
supports fine motor skill development through role play, but also 
invites children to practice their color recognition and implement 
creative thinking. Rotate the disc like a real DJ, slide the volume bar 
up and down, and press the buttons to create unique mixes of your 
own! 

Product: cm  34.5 x 18.0 x 5.5
   inch 13.8 x 7.2 x 2.2

3y+

https://youtu.be/7qPVqIkWzyU


3708 Fire Fighter Play Set
Firefighters are our everyday heroes! This play set invites children 
to explore the daily duties of a real fire fighter. The set features 
an adjustable helmet and jacket, megaphone, fire extinguisher, 
water hose, flashlight, hatchet and walkie talkie. Tackle nearby 
emergencies and discover what it’s like to be a real fireman! 

Product: cm  36.0 x 41.0
   inch 14.4 x 16.4 (Shirt)

3y+

https://youtu.be/-KULvwQ5A8E


6280 Grey Wagon 3y+

Take a ride around the city with the New PlanWorld Cars! Designed 
using a unique combination of solid wood and PlanWood.

Product: cm  3.5 x 3.6 x 7.0   
   inch 1.4 x 1.44 x 2.8



6281 Red SUV

Take a ride around the city with the New PlanWorld Cars! Designed 
using a unique combination of solid wood and PlanWood.

Product: cm  3.5 x 3.3 x 6.0   
   inch 1.4 x 1.32 x 2.4

3y+



6282 Yellow Car

Take a ride around the city with the New PlanWorld Cars! Designed 
using a unique combination of solid wood and PlanWood.

Product: cm  3.5 x 3.3 x 6.0   
   inch 1.4 x 1.32 x 2.4

3y+



6283 Blue Truck

Take a ride around the city with the New PlanWorld Cars! Designed 
using a unique combination of solid wood and PlanWood.

Product: cm  3.5 x 3.5 x 7.0   
   inch 1.4 x 1.4 x 2.8

3y+



6284 Green Bus
Take a ride around the city with the New PlanWorld Cars! Designed 
using a unique combination of solid wood and PlanWood.

Product: cm  3.5 x 3.6 x 7.7   
   inch 1.4 x 1.44 x 3.0

3y+



6285 PlanWorld Cars

Take a ride around the city with the New PlanWorld Cars! Designed 
using a unique combination of solid wood and PlanWood, this play 
set includes 5 different vehicles: a grey wagon, red SUV, yellow car, 
green bus and blue truck.

Product: cm  3.5 x 3.6 x 7.7
   inch 1.4 x 1.44 x 3.0 (Bus)

3y+



6286 Mini Car Set

Take a ride around the city with the Mini Car Set! Designed using 
colorful solid wood in a minimal style. This play set includes 5 different 
vehicles: a bus, van, truck, and two cars with different shape.

Product: cm  1.6 x 2.6 x 5.1
   inch 0.62 x 1.02 x 2.0 (Bus)

3y+



6287 Helicopter 3y+

Enhance your pretend-play transportation system with a Helicopter! 
This Helicopter encourages children to explore open-ended pretend 
play. Improve language and communication skills by incorporating 
the toy into any free-play environment!

Product: cm  5.4 x 6.0 x 10.1
   inch 2.16x 2.4 x 4.04



6208 Road System

Enhance your pretend-play transportation system with the Road 
System set! Complete with 25 tracks, 1 bridge, 1 car, 1 lights, and 4 
bushes (34 pieces in total), children have everything they need to 
bring their pretend city to life.

Product: cm  95.0 x 64.5 x 18.0
   inch 37.4 x 25.4 x 7.1 (Loop)

3y+



6209 Road & Rail Rubber

Pave your own path and go on a journey with the Rubber Road & 
Rail set! The flexibility of the rubber allows kids to create unique 
city infrastructure for play. This set comes complete with 11 pieces 
of two-sided rubber tracks, 2 cars, 3 buildings, and 3 bushes. (22 
pieces in total)

Product: cm  94.6 x 51.4
   inch 37.2 x 20.2 (Loop)

3y+



Orchard Collection

Our brand new color scheme is inspired by the fruits in the orchard. 
The brightness in this collection inspires children to explore their relationship 

with nature on a more intimate level.         



5270 Play Gym - Orchard 0m+

Give your baby a workout with this activity gym that includes 2 suspended 
toys which help stimulate your child’s curiosity. Items can be detached 
for later stages of development. The structure is designed with four legs 
to prevent rocking and to optimize child safety. 

Product: cm  47.5 x 55.9 x 47.5
   inch 18.7 x 22.0 x 18.7



5725 Walk N Roll - Orchard 12m+

When the wheel turns, the wooden balls inside hit the panels creating 
fun sound. 

Product: cm  17.0 x 10.0 x 56.0
   inch 6.7 x 3.9 x 22.2



5542 Creative Blocks - Orchard 18m+

Build a castle or a city! Let your creativity take over! Contains 30 pieces 
with 10 shapes. There are 12 color blocks and 18 natural blocks. 

Product: Unit 35 mm



6441 Oval Xylophone - Orchard 12m+

This wooden xylophone features five colorful panels that help with 
hand-eye coordination. Please note this xylophone is made for fun 
and may not be musically accurate. 

Product: cm  28.0 x 18.0 x 7.0
   inch 11.0 x 7.1 x 2.8



6442 Clatter - Orchard 18m+

Using an alternating up and down motion with both hands, the toy’s 
colorful segments will create various click-clack sounds. 

Product: cm  6.0 x 6.0 x 34.5
   inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 13.6



5401 Sorting Bus - Orchard 12m+

This Sorting Bus contains 3 colorful shapes. Pull the tab on top of the 
bus and all the pieces will slide out. 

Product: cm  12.7 x 20.0 x 13.5
   inch 5.0 x 7.9 x 5.3



5409 Tie-Up Shoe - Orchard 3y+

Learn how to tie your shoes! The laces on this wooden shoe can help 
little ones develop their hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills 
so they can tie their shoes on their own one day. 

Product: cm  7.0 x 11.0 x 4.0
   inch 2.8 x 4.3 x 1.6



5411 My First Phone - Orchard 12m+

Get a call with the PlanToys phone! A magnifier screen and a colourful 
beaded dial pad make a wonderful toy for interactive play and help to 
develop children’s dexterity and cognitive skills. 

Product: cm  1.9 x 6.3 x 11.0
   inch 0.8 x 2.5 x 4.3



5412 My First Camera - Orchard 18m+

Get picture perfect views of your surroundings with this PlanToys 
camera. Point, focus, and click the camera and see the different 
images through the kaleidoscope lens! 

Product: cm  10.0 x 5.2 x 8.0
   inch 3.9 x 2.0 x 3.1



5402 Stacking Rocket - Orchard 18m+

Build the rocket by stacking and matching the pieces, set the astronaut 
on the seat and start the countdown 3..2..1, lift off! 

Product: cm  11.7 x 11.3 x 17.7
   inch 4.6 x 4.4 x 7.0



Piggy Bank - Orchard Collection

These simple and beautiful piggy banks will help your child about 
financial discipline and encourage mathematical, fine motor, and 
social skills. 

Product: cm  10.7 x 10.7 x 11.0
   inch 4.2 x 4.2 x 4.3



5410 Beehives - Orchard 3y+

Help develop fine motor skills by matching the bee to its hive using the 
pincer grasp or the forceps. It also reinforces color recognition and 
counting. 

Product: cm  5.0 x 5.7 x 4.5
   inch 2.0 x 2.2 x 1.8



5543 Castle Blocks - Orchard 3y+

Let your imagination run wild and build a medieval fantasy world 
complete with a functional catapult, a king and queen, 2 knights, a 
horse and even a flying dragon! Consists of 47 pieces. 

Product: cm  3.5 x 7.0 x 3.5
   inch 1.4 x 2.8 x 1.4 (arch)



7355 Living Room - Orchard 3y+

Bring your child’s imagination to life with the new Living Room set from 
the PlanToys Orchard Collection. A couch, two armchairs, coffee table, 
floor lamp, television, and cabinet help make any dollhouse interior 
feel a bit more like home.

Product : cm    12.9 x 5.0 x 6.0  
     inch 5.1 x 2.0 x 2.4



7353 Children’s Room  - Orchard 3y+

Bring your child’s imagination to life with the new Children’s Room set 
from the PlanToys Orchard Collection. A bunk bed, desk and chair add 
dynamic to any dollhouse interior. 

Product : cm    7.0 x 14.0 x 14.0  
     inch  2.8 x 5.5 x 5.5 (bunk bed)



7354 Dining Room - Orchard 3y+

Bring your child’s imagination to life with the new Dining Room set 
from the PlanToys Orchard Collection. A dining table, set of 4 chairs 
and cupboard provide children with everything they need to host other 
doll friends for dinner!

Product : cm    12.0 x 5.0 x 14.0  
    inch  4.7 x 2.0 x 5.5 (cupboard)



7356 Bathroom - Orchard 3y+

“Bring your child’s imagination to life with the new Bathroom set 
from the PlanToys Orchard Collection. A toilet, bathtub, shower and 
sink complete any dollhouse interior.“

Product : cm 14.0 x 6.0 x 3.0 
                inch 5.5 x 2.4 x 1.2 (bathtub)



7357 Bedroom - Orchard 3y+

“Bring your child’s imagination to life with the new Bedroom set from 
the PlanToys Orchard Collection. A stool, wardrobe, double bed with 
pillows, and bedside table lamp create a cozy environment for dolls 
to both rest and get ready for the day ahead.“

Product : cm    14.8 x 16.2 x 5.0 
                inch    5.8 x 6.4 x 2.0 (bed) 



7358 Kitchen - Orchard 3y+

“Bring your child’s imagination to life with the new Kitchen set from 
the PlanToys Orchard Collection. A sink, refrigerator, cabinet, stove, 
pull-out cooking island and tea kettle provide children with everything 
they need to pretend cook and role play with dolls in the kitchen!“

Product : cm    5.0 x 5.0 x 14.8  
           inch    2.0 x 2.0 x 5.8 (refrigerator)



Drum Set
6440 3y+
Join a rock band and take center stage with the PlanToys Drum Set! This musical playset 
is the first one in the world to be entirely made out of wood and comes with the ability 
to produce a variety of sounds and rhythms. Complete with a snare and bass drum, 
pedal, cymbal and pair of rubber drum sticks, children can strengthen their hand-eye 
coordination, motor skills, ability to concentrate, auditory acuity and more.

Product: cm      51.5 x 53.9 x 69.5
      inch    20.3 x 21.2 x 27.4

2020 Mid-year Releases

https://youtu.be/LrcKTT7VFWA


3y+
Role play as a surgeon and learn about the human body with the Surgeon Set! This 
playset includes a fabric piece labeled with different organs (the bronchus, lungs, heart 
with an audible button, stomach with a piece of food inside, liver and kidneys) that can 
be used for realistic pretend-play with dolls and stuffed friends. There is also a storage 
bag to house the included medical equipment (a scalpel, forceps, cotton buds, surgical 
drape, medical mask, suction device and PlanWood™ tray). Develop fine motor skills, 
logical thinking and problem solving skills, hand-eye coordination and more with this 
unique kit!

Product: cm      23.5 x 22.5
      inch     9.3 x 8.9 (Organ Apron)

Surgeon Set
3703

https://youtu.be/3CcdAv1mjzU


3y+
Spice up your morning routine with the PlanToys Shave Set! Complete with a carrying 
bag, comb, knife, trimmer, bowl and brush, razor, mirror and aftershave bottle, this toy is 
the perfect addition to any child’s pretend-play collection.

Product: cm      17.0 x 7.0 x 10.0
      inch    6.9 x 2.8 x 3.9(Bag)

Shave Set
3704

https://youtu.be/Bnro8fcadQ0


3y+
Enhance your child’s Victorian Dollhouse with the Basement Floor extension! Stairs 
connect the basement floor to the entrance on the first floor. Children can enrich their 
imaginative play experience with additional space for dolls, furniture and stuffed friends. 
If you already have the Victorian Dollhouse, you don’t want to miss out on this play 
addition!

Product: cm      63.0 x 32.0 x 30.0 
      inch    24.8 x 12.6 x 11.8

Victorian Dollhouse

Basement
7338

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9j0BsbsS6Nk


2y+
Preheat the oven and bake something yummy with the Stand Mixer Set! Role play as a 
famous baker or homemaker while developing creative thinking and communication skills, 
fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. The Stand Mixer Set has a spinning axis that 
rotates 360 degrees – resulting in a realistic play experience. A mixing bowl made from 
PlanWood™, a pat of butter, flour bag with pretend flour and an egg that can be cracked 
like a real one make this playset the ultimate addition to imaginary kitchen play!

Product: cm       13.0 x 19.7 x 19.0
      inch    5.1 x 7.7 x 7.5 (Stand Mixer)

Stand Mixer Set
3624

https://youtu.be/dQb0ksugQMA


2y+
Pretend play as the owner of a bakery with the Bread Loaf Set! Made from PlanWood™, 
a realistic loaf of bread can be cut with an included bread knife. A bread baking pan, 
rolling pin, dough-cutting knife, washable oven mitt, bag of pretend flour and bread-
kneading mat complete this set and make it a unique addition to kitchen play. Teach 
little ones how to use the tools properly while encouraging imaginative thinking, fine 
motor skill development and use of communication during social play.

Product: cm      14.0 x 21.0
      inch    5.5 x 8.3 (Bread-Kneading Mat)

Bread Loaf Set 
3625

https://youtu.be/UyhGj7baT5g


2y+
Decorate cupcakes and host a party with the Cupcake Set! Complete with 2 cupcakes 
that can be removed from their PlanWood™ cups, whipped cream, a piping bag 
for icing, PlanWood™ tray, spatula, whisk, pretend dough in a bag and oven 
glove, this playset helps develop creative thinking skills and enhances imaginative 
thinking. Furthermore, develop language and communication skills through social 
and interactive play!

Product: cm      10.5 x 16.0 x 1.5
      inch    4.1 x 6.3 x 0.6 (Tray)

Cupcake Set
3626

https://youtu.be/UY8pvYxukKg


2y+
Pretend play as a sushi chef with the PlanToys Sushi Set! While developing creative 
thinking and fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination and more, children can serve 
a sushi dinner to the whole family. The set comes complete with salmon roe made 
from PlanWood™, tamago, shrimp with a rubber tail, tuna, salmon and two sheets of 
seaweed that can be wrapped around the included pieces of rice for a realistic look. A 
sushi tray, shoyu bottle and sauce dish add even more dynamic to this item. 

Product: cm      8.5 x 17.5 x 1.8
      inch    3.3 x 6.9 x 0.7 (Tray)

Sushi Set
3627

https://youtu.be/GlklvSPguBM


USA 
PlanToys, Inc. 
1341 N. Market Blvd Suite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95834 
Tel : +1 650 968 4783 
Fax : +1650 968 4947 
info@plantoysinc.com
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